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As a parent finding out that your unborn or newborn child has a disability can be incredibly 
frightening. Even without the myriad of other complications that can be suspected with any kind of in 
utero anomaly, it is quite alarming enough by itself.

When doctors first discovered our daughter 's limb difference at our 20-week anomaly scan, we were 
catapulted from a blissfully uncomplicated midwife-led pregnancy to suddenly being referred to a 
multitude of different consultants, across two different hospitals. During that frightening time we 
couldn?t see much outside of our own litt le bubble of uncertainty. I don?t think I truly emerged from it 
until she was quite a few months old. 

A family often extends well beyond simply the parents after all. We have sisters and brothers, aunts 
and uncles and grandparents, all of who went through this experience with us. Perhaps in many cases 
the closest extended family members to the metaphorical ?front line? are the new child?s grandparents. 
They not only have the infant?s best interests at heart, but they also have their own children to 
support.

?We were very upset, not necessarily about the hand but I didn?t want my daughter to go through that. It?s 
stressful enough having a baby without the added stress and upset of dealing with the unknown. Missing a 
hand is one thing but there was also no guarantee that everything else would be all right. It just wasn?t 
fair.?? Paul, UK

?My initial reaction was to comfort my daughter but I just couldn?t believe it. At first I was thinking it was all 
probably a mistake.?? M, UK

As new parents all we have to worry about is our baby, and ourselves. For grandparents they?re not 
only concerned for the baby, they?re concerned for their own babies too, creating a real double layer 
of worry and grief.

?My first reaction was shock, I kept thinking about my daughter and how she was feeling. I was worried 
about telling my own mum and other family members, I was worried about their reactions.?? Muriel, UK

?It wasn?t really about us as grandparents, it was about us as parents.?? Paul, UK

?I remember my sister saying she?d nearly bought a card with words saying; ?10 little fingers and 10 little 
toes?. I felt sad thinking about that. It?s only a little thing, I know, but hits you hard.?? Muriel, UK

An UK specialist, who deals with families in these situations every day, told us that, for grandparents, 
the need to support their own children could cause a real fear of saying or doing the wrong thing 1
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when a difficult situation arises.

?Many grandparents tell me that they didn?t know what to say [to their child]. They were 
frightened of saying the wrong thing, or even of being too positive if their child wasn?t ready to 
hear that yet,? she explained.  ?Sometimes they just don?t know how to approach the topic or to 
start the conversation. There?s a very real fear of just getting it wrong.?

On top of this apprehension about supporting someone you love through a completely 
uncharted situation, grandparents also need to process their own very real responses and 
emotions to the news that their grandchild is different. The aim of this project, in part, was to 
offer some much needed validation and acknowledgement that the experience can be 
emotionally demanding and frightening for grandparents too, although often these feelings can 
be lost amongst the need for immediate action and support of others around them.

?I was distressed when we heard the news of my daughter?s scan. Looking back the shock wasn?t just 
about the hand, it was the deep fear that there was worse to come.?? Carmen, UK

We didn?t know [about her difference] until she was born; my wife came back into the room where 
myself and the father were at, crying hysterically. She didn?t know how to react after finding out that 
[our granddaughter] was missing part of her right arm. I thought that she or my daughter hadn?t 
survived.? David, USA

?I was worried about how he would be able to cope and how other people would react to him,?? M, UK

Often, the initial fears and responses of  grandparents are similar to the parents' worries. How 
will my grandchild cope? Will they be bullied? Am I able to give them what they need?

One of the deepest and darkest fears some parents can feel is that they might  somehow be 
horrified by the look of their child's difference.  It?s not just parents who have these fears and 
concerns. For grandparents too that sense of facing something, that in many cases is completely 
unfamiliar and unknown, can be just as daunting. We simply don?t know how we will react when 
confronted with something so new and unexpected.

?In these situations people can be grieving for the ?perfect child??, the specialist said. ?There?s a 
worry about attachment and questions of ?will I bond with my grandchild???

?I was worried I would be ashamed of my reaction. But as soon as I saw her and I saw her hand I 
wasn?t the least bit shocked. It?s changed my whole view of perfect now; I?ve seen that things can be 
totally perfect even if they?re not,?? Carmen, UK

Fears about how the child will cope going through life with a difference that will not only affect 
their their sense of fitt ing in, but also their physical ability as well, are often the prevailing 
concerns. It?s very difficult, having grown up with two hands, to imagine how something could 
possibly be achieved with just five fingers, or sometimes even fewer.

?I am still worried about the operations she will have in the future. But I worry less about people and 
their reactions now; I just love her for who she is and the joy she gives me,?? Muriel, UK

Yet, despite these very real anxieties and concerns, almost every grandparent we spoke to said 
that, while they still worry from time to time, their grandchild has grown up to amaze them every 
day. Fears are being defied and expectations are being changed. These children are wonderful,  
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talented and able. This genuine outpouring of pride and love, I hope, will go someway towards 
reassuring grandparents who are new to the limb different journey. The future might seem bleak 
at first, but it?s bright and wonderful, and every day these kids are amazing!

 ?We were baffled like all new parents or grandparents when she was born as to what she would need, 
how we could help, where would we turn for help or guidance. It was a bit scary at first but then, to 
watch her grow, get older and develop, we knew she would be just fine with our assistance and the 
wonderful world around her!?? David, USA

?He?s coping so well because he?s never known any different!?? M, UK

 To p Ti ps  f o r  Gr andpar ent s  f r o m t he par ent s

1. Open t he conversat ion . It?s too easy to shy away from people in a difficult situation 
when you don?t know what to say. If you?re not  sure where to begin, our specialist advises 
grandparents to simply acknowledge their shock.  If you?re not sure what to say from there 
then ask questions. Ask how the parents are feeling and what they are thinking.

?My main bit of advice to grandparents is; please don?t ignore it!? a Reach mum said. ? My 
mum didn?t know what to say to people at the beginning and she wouldn?t bring it up if 
she wasn?t directly asked about it. On the other hand my mother-in-law is so happy to 
show people her [granddaughter?s] litt le hand and just says: ?nothing?s wrong with it, it?s 
her hand.? That?s an attitude I love!?

?My in-laws took the stance of not saying anything to us at all. We had very few phone calls 
and very few visits. I know some people deal with things this way, but at the time I found it 
really hard,? another parent told us.

2. Be present . Sometimes simply being there, even just cooking a meal or making a drink, 
is enough. Alternatively, if they need space to process and grieve, let them know that 
you?re there for them and be ready to pick up the phone when they call.

?Useful things that other people did was just bringing food or soup, offering to shop, 
putting the washing out,? one parent said. ?Just listening without judgment is quite a skill, 
but a welcome one!?

?My mum was so supportive with the emotional side of things. She also got hold of a 
midwife to support me,? another parent said. 33

https://www.facebook.com/reachcharity/
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3. List en and t ake an int erest . Sometimes there is nothing else to be done but just to 
listen. Listen to your child?s worries, their fears, their hopes and their celebrations. Listen 
to the feedback following the few or the many medical appointments. Sometimes just 
showing an interest in limb difference in general can be a huge support for a new parent 
and it helps to normalise this whole new world.

?Our parents were all really supportive ? they merely sat and listened to us and let us talk 
our way through how we were feeling and what the future will hold,? one parent reflected.

4. Acknow ledge t hat  your  feelings m ight  dif fer  from your child?s, and accept that that 's  
OK. Our specialist encourages grandparents to try to accept the feelings they are having 
as their own. She advises grandparents to avoid any attempts to force their child to feel 
better, or perhaps to worry more, if their current feelings aren?t in line with their own. Just 
allow the emotion to be ? that includes theirs and yours.

?My mother in law found it very difficult and would get upset about it quite a lot even 
when I was being positive and optimistic,? one mum said.

5.Research if  you want  t o, but  beware of  what  you do w it h t he result s. There is a 
wealth of information out there about limb differences, of which Reach is just the starting 
point.

?My parents were amazing! They did lots of research but filtered it initially while we were 
dealing with the emotions,? a parent added.

It is essential to be aware that your grandchild?s parents might not be ready for the 
information yet and that too much information might not always be welcome.

?My mother-in-law Googled a lot and was telling me the bits that I didn?t want to hear. I 
now know that most of that scary information didn?t even relate to my daughter! I found 
that approach hard sometimes as I wanted to deal with my feelings and come to terms 
with it before going deeper with the information,? a Reach parent explained.

6. Be guided by t he parent s and be consist ent . Once you?ve acknowledged your feelings 
it?s really important to be guided by the parents. Use the language and explanations that 
they do. Even if that means avoiding words you?d rather use and using words you'd rather 
not. Some parents refer to their child's difference as a 'litt le hand/arm' or a 'lucky fin' , to 
name just two! 

You can say what you like in private, but stick to the rules around your child and their 
baby. By having a conversation about language early on you can ensure that you are all 
responding to questions consistently and modeling the best responses to your grandchild, 
the expert suggested. 4
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7. Avoid t he blam e gam e. When something difficult happens it is natural to look for 
blame, be that looking inwards to yourself or your family, or outwards to others. 
Unhelpful comments that one Reach mum received included the suggestion that she had 
somehow caused her child's difference by worrying too much during pregnancy. Another 
parent said that someone had queried whether her baby was missing his forearm 
because she?d gotten pregnant at an older age. Neither  comments are true, or helpful! 
Neither suggestion has any basis whatsoever in science, neither  do they offer any support 
or positivity to the parent or the child. In many situations when a child is born with a limb 
difference there is no genetic cause and the medical opinion is that it is simply ?one of 
those things?. Even if it does turn out that there is a genetic link, where thoroughly 
exploring the medical causes could be vital, directing emotional frustration and blame 
upon any one individual or family could have catastrophic results for family relationships.

8. Don?t  forget  t o celebrat e! Once all the dust has settled and the feelings have calmed, 
you?ll be left with a beautiful, wonderful and uniquely perfect litt le baby. Try not to forget 
that fact and celebrate accordingly when it feels right for you and your family to do so.

9. Reach out . Discovering that your grandchild has a difference of any kind can feel 
isolating but it could be a real burden for your child if you turn to them for support. Try as 
much as you can to just support your child and to pass your own grief outwards to your 
own support network.

?I remember walking out of the hospital sobbing; all I could think was that my son would 
be bullied for being different. Thinking back now, my mum was actually really upset by 
that prospect too, but she never let her emotions show that day,? a grateful mum said.

?My parents and my in-laws actually phoned each other for support, unbeknown to me at 
the time, so that they didn?t need to burden us with their worries,? one mum said.

This article and the tips it contains were written by Tho u g h She Be Bu t  Li t t l e . It has been based upon the 
collective advice from numerous Reach  and Lucky Fin Project  families, as well as UK-based medical professionals. 
This ?guide?, which is in no way comprehensive, was written to support grandparents and wider family and friends of 

any child born with a difference. It is not intended to be definitive or to marginalise any differing viewpoints. 
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